Ready to Create

Our bake stable
liquid flavour range
Discover our delicious Dawn® liquid flavours
✔ Easy to use
✔ Bake/freeze/thaw stable in products
✔ Produces excellent balanced flavour

www.dawnfoods.co.uk

Dawn® Liquid Flavours
We want to help you create happiness with better tasting sweet bakery products every day.
That’s why we now provide a clear range of liquid flavours, that can help meet the increasing
demands of your consumers for high quality natural products with a delicious taste and aroma.
For many years you may have known and used our bake stable liquid flavours range under the
Sucrea brand. Now in our new packaging from DAWN®, your trusted partner in sweet bakery
products, we have simplified our flavours portfolio into 2 simple ranges; Premium and Favorit,
so you can easily find the flavour that best fits your business. All of our flavours are also
bake/freeze/thaw stable in products for your convenience.

Premium Range
Our Premium Flavours are the highest quality, made with
the best ingredients, with some also available with all
natural flavours. The range comes in squeezable bottles
with anti-drop caps for convenient dosing and usage.

Product Code

Description

All Natural
Flavours

Pack

2.01600.111

PREMIUM Flavour Bari Bitter Almond

1kg

2.01700.111

PREMIUM Flavour Belmonte Rum

1kg

2.01800.111

PREMIUM Flavour Mauritius Vanilla

4.11131.821

PREMIUM Flavour Vanilla

✔

1kg

2.01900.111

PREMIUM Flavour Palermo Lemon

✔

1kg

4.11129.821

PREMIUM Flavour Almond

✔

1kg

1kg

General dosage 3-5g per kg. If being heated during processing dosage 5-10g per kg.

Favorit Range
Our Favorit Flavours are a standard range of flavours that
provide a great taste for a good price. They will enhance
the flavour profile of your product recipes and provide
excellent value for money.

Product Code

Description

Pack

2.01317.111

FAVORIT Flavour Orange

1kg

2.01639.111

FAVORIT Flavour Butter

1kg

8.62882.111

FAVORIT Flavour Chocolate

1kg

General dosage 3-5g per kg. If being heated during processing dosage 5-10g per kg.

Living up to our Promises, Every Day
At Dawn Foods, we want to be a little bit better every day. So that you can keep surprising your customers with
exciting new flavours, with delightful, high-quality products and delicious recipes. Every day, creating happiness with:
•

Better taste, by being experts on traditional, local recipes since 1920 and passionately exploring the world for
new t astes in sweet bakery.

•

Better ingredients, by continuously striving for better quality, as only the best quality ingredients deliver the
best end result.

•

Better fit for purpose, by always improving our solutions to fit your changing specific needs and requirements.

•

Better creativity, by constantly providing you with endless inspiration for delicious recipes and amazing
applications, based on the latest trends.
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